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SECURE CROSS-DOMAIN
TRAIN SCHEDULING

Mark Hartong, Rajni Goel and Duminda Wijesekera

Abstract Track configurations at cross-domain interchange points, train perfor-
mance characteristics and cross-domain authentication often produce
significant train delays that can impact large segments of a railroad
network. This paper presents a model that captures the behavior of
trains and the track infrastructure. The model enables railroad signal
engineers to quickly estimate the required trust management system
performance that will support safe, secure and efficient railroad opera-
tions.
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1. Introduction
Railroads are a major component of the U.S. transportation infrastructure.

According to the Association of American Railroads [2], more than 1.7 trillion
ton-miles of freight was transported by rail in 2007.

Unlike other transportation modes, trains operate with a single degree of
freedom. They are constrained to travel on a single track and are unable to
pass other trains operating on the same track except where there are sidings.

Since the early 1820s, various methods for scheduling, dispatching and con-
trolling cross-domain train operations have been devised. These range from
simple systems to complex stochastic models that optimize asset locations,
times of movement and paths through the rail network. However, the operations
research community has largely ignored the issue of cross-domain trust man-
agement system performance when trains reach an interchange point. With the
implementation of secure positive train control (PTC) [17] in the U.S. railroad
system, cross-domain scheduling, train movement and authority management
must all work in concert.

This paper proposes a deterministic model that provides railroad signal en-
gineers with the ability to quickly estimate the required trust management
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system performance, while precluding train-to-train collisions and optimizing
traffic flow at an interchange. The solution facilitates cost containment, a crit-
ical consideration for U.S. railroad companies.

2. Related Work
Several algorithmic approaches for position, scheduling and routing opti-

mization have been developed since the mid 1970s [5, 9, 37]. These approaches
and others have been incorporated in computer dispatch systems from major
suppliers such as Alstom, Advanced Railway Concepts, Digital Concepts, GE
Transportation, Siemens and Anslado STS. However, details of these systems
are proprietary and the exact mechanisms they use for position, scheduling and
routing optimization are not known to the research community. Despite the
lack of information, it is safe to assume that the proprietary systems engage ex-
act, heuristic and simulation strategies similar to those described by Sutewong
[39].

Global visibility of the rail network and rail traffic enables dispatchers to dis-
cern bottlenecks in advance, permitting traffic to be rerouted securely, safely
and efficiently. This contributes to an increase in overall system velocity (av-
erage rate at which trains move through the network) and, consequently, an
increase in railroad network throughput. The improved utilization directly
translates to cost savings for railroad companies and consumers.

While the positioning problem associated with freight and passenger trains is
similar, there are significant differences in the scheduling and routing problems.
Passenger service is constrained to fixed schedules and constant routes. Freight
service, on the other hand, does not have these restrictions. Since railroad rout-
ing is a highly constrained network optimization problem that has confounded
traditional optimization methods, we limit the scope of our analysis. No at-
tempts will be made to develop new or improved dispatching methodologies or
to examine complex network topologies. Instead, we consider only a single line
of track approaching an interchange point with no other topological additions
(including merging or branching routes) other than a single siding track off
the main line. This enables us to consider the track connecting the railroads
through the interchange point as a “single track railroad.” Several approaches
(e.g., [12, 16, 22–24, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36]) can then be used to minimize the
impact of delays.

The security of rail networks and the integration of trust management sys-
tems have been the subject of several research efforts (see, e.g., [8, 10, 15, 18–21,
44]). However, these efforts have not made significant progress in integrating
secure train control and scheduling or providing railroad signal engineers with
the ability to evaluate performance and ensure safe train operations.

3. Interchange and Cross-Domain Operations
Determining a global solution to the dispatch problem requires the considera-

tion of cross-domain security mechanisms. This is complicated by the structure
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of the United States rail industry. Since railroad companies are distinct com-
mercial entities, they have separate dispatch, scheduling and trust management
systems in their respective domains. These differences are most pronounced at
interchanges – fixed, geographically-dispersed points where the tracks belong-
ing to one railroad company interconnect with the tracks of another company,
and where crews, locomotives and consists are exchanged. Secure exchanges
between domains require the ability of the dispatcher in each domain to au-
thenticate the communicating entities and to ensure message integrity.

Before a train can be authorized to pass from one railroad domain to another,
the following two activities must occur:

The train and the crew leaving the first domain for the second domain
must be authenticated before a movement authority can be granted by a
dispatcher to allow the cross-domain movement.

Track space must be available to allow the issuance of the movement
authority.

For a train moving from one domain to another, delays in the authenti-
cation process will delay the granting of the current movement authority as
well as subsequent movement authorities. This, in turn, will delay the sched-
uled movement of subsequent trains. Minimizing or eliminating authentication
delays reduces delays in the granting and issuance of movement authorities,
which, in turn, reduces traffic delays.

Our choice of unidirectional analysis is deliberate. In high traffic density
areas, where large volumes of rail traffic are exchanged between domains, mul-
tiple main tracks are often used at the interchange point, with one main track
carrying traffic from Domain A to Domain B and a second main track carry-
ing traffic from Domain B to Domain A. Each main track can, therefore, be
analyzed as a separate unidirectional track. Single main tracks used for inter-
change points are generally found on low density lines, where the directional
movement of cross-domain traffic is spatially and temporally separated to min-
imize the numbers of meets and passes; this reduces the number and size of
expensive sidings. High degrees of spatial and temporal separation also permit
the cross-domain analysis to be treated as unidirectional.

3.1 Interchange Movement
Figure 1 shows two railroad companies (Railroad A and Railroad B) that

have a common interchange point. The trains can belong to any company.
Train 1 (TX), Train 2 (TX+1) and Train 3 (TX+2) through Train N (TX+N )
are moving sequentially along tracks operated by Railroad A to the interchange
point. The movement of train TX requires the possession of a valid movement
authority (MX) from the dispatcher (DS). In the situation involving a single
main track with a single siding, four possible situations may be encountered by
TX+1 that follows TX :
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Figure 1. Railroad interchange point.

The main track and siding are clear: In this situation, TX+1 may
take the main track or siding and proceed to the interchange point without
any delay.

The main track is clear and the siding is blocked: In this situation,
TX+1 may take the main track and proceed to the interchange point
without any delay.

The main track is blocked and the siding is clear: In this situation,
TX+1 may take the siding and proceed to the interchange point without
any delay.

The main track and siding are blocked: In this situation, TX+1 may
have to wait until the main track or siding are clear in order to proceed
to the interchange point.

If TX is already at the limits of its movement authority MX at the inter-
change point, then TX stops and remains stopped until a new authority to
proceed is received. To preclude a train-to-train collision between the head of
TX+1 and the tail of TX , TX+1 must receive a notification to stop before it pro-
ceeds beyond the safe stopping distance BDX+1. The movement of subsequent
trains such as TX+2, TX+3 . . . TX+N must then be rescheduled to preclude
collisions and the overrun of their authority limits as necessary.
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A delay of TX at the interchange point is mitigated by the availability of
Siding S. If the train dispatcher DSA for Railroad A is aware in advance of
an authentication delay associated with TX , the dispatcher could direct TX

to Siding S, allowing TX+1 to proceed along the main line to the interchange
point. However, even if the dispatcher was able to safely divert TX to Siding S,
any delay of TX+1 at the interchange point would still delay TX+2 . . .TX+N .

The cross-domain delay is the sum of the propagation delay between the dis-
patchers, the processing time required by the communicating entities and the
authentication delay that results from the additional overhead associated with
the transmission of data required for cross-domain certification and integrity.
The propagation and processing delays are fixed and unavoidable, being func-
tions of the media through which the data is transmitted. The authentication
delay, however, is a function of the security protocols used to provide cross-
domain certification.

The two most commonly-used protocols in the railroad industry are ATCS-
200 and TCP/IP that operate in the 40 MHz, 160 MHz or 220 MHz radio-
frequency bands. ATCS-200 is a railroad-specific communications protocol de-
signed by the Association of American Railroads as part of the Advanced Train
Control System (the precursor to PTC). TCP/IP is the standard TCP/IP v4
(RFC 793) or v6 (RFC 2460).

ATCS and TCP/IP follow the classical three-way handshake to establish and
terminate connections over possibly unreliable links. The three-way handshake
begins by A initiating a connection by sending a message to B. Next, B
responds with an acknowledgment. At this point, A sends another message to
B confirming that A received B’s acknowledgment. The connection between A
and B is established when B receives the second message from A that confirms
the acknowledgement from B. Each protocol has its own set of vulnerabilities
and countermeasures [4, 11].

3.2 Cross-Domain Certification
Entry into Domain B is controlled by Dispatcher B. Dispatcher B must

approve a movement authority MX for train TX . The request for MX and
the response of Dispatcher B are routed through Dispatcher A (of Domain A).
Prior to accepting the request for MX , the authenticity of TX and the integrity
of the request must be verified to the satisfaction of Dispatcher B. This is
accomplished by pre-establishing a trust relationship between the certificate
authorities of Domain A (CAA) and Domain B (CAB) and Dispatcher A and
Dispatcher B. Before it begins operations, train TX is assigned a certificate LX

via a separate secure channel.
The movement authority authentication process for TX (shown in Figure

2) begins when TX submits an MX request to Dispatcher A. This process is
described in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm assumes that Dispatchers A and B have established a secure
trust relationship. Based on the response from Dispatcher B, Dispatcher A
determines the appropriate moves of TX as well as moves of subsequent trains
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Figure 2. Authentication and authorization process.

TX+1 . . . TX+N . The total delay time associated with authentication and au-
thority issuance is the time elapsed from when MX is submitted to Dispatcher
A to when the approved or disapproved MX is received by TX .

The cross-domain authentication and authority process uses open wireless
networks to relay data. This exposes the process to a variety of network at-
tacks, which may be classified as passive or active. Passive attacks involve the
surreptitious gathering of information, which may facilitate more serious (ac-
tive) attacks. Active attacks, which specifically target data transmission, can
have an immediate impact on cross-domain operations.

Active attacks often involve denial-of-service. Additionally, they may involve
an exploitation attempt associated with the sender (identity theft, where an
unauthorized user adopts the identity of a valid sender); a weakness associated
with the receiver (malicious association, where an unsuspecting sender is tricked
into believing that a communications session has been established with a valid
receiver); or a weakness associated with the communication path (man-in-the-
middle attack, where the attacker emulates the authorized receiver for the
sender – the malicious assertion, and emulates the authorized transmitter for
the authorized sender – identity theft). These attacks are primarily geared
at disrupting integrity in the form of user authentication (assurance that the
party is who it says it is); data origin authentication (assurance that the data
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Algorithm 1 : Movement Authority Authentication Algorithm.

Grant Authority ()
begin

Dispatcher A and Train TX authenticate each other;
TX signs MX using LX ;
TX submits MX :LX to Dispatcher A;
Dispatcher A submits LX to Certificate Authority CAY ;
repeat

Certificate Authority CAY validates LX or
Certificate Authority CAY queries next Certificate Authority;

until LX is validated or no more Certificate Authorities remain to query;
if LX is valid then

Dispatcher A submits MX to Dispatcher B;
Dispatcher B approves or disapproves MX ;
Dispatcher B returns MX to Dispatcher A;
Dispatcher A and Train TX authenticate each other;
Dispatcher A signs MX with its certificate LA;
Dispatcher A submits MX :LA to TX ;
if MX authorizes the move then

TX executes MX

else TX does not move;
else Dispatcher A disapproves MX ;

end

came from where it says it did); and data integrity (assurance that the data
has not been modified). Countermeasures implemented for these attacks add
additional time delays.

The simple model presented in this paper does not describe the mechanisms
used to prevent or mitigate the numerous wireless attacks to which the cross-
domain authority and issuance process is susceptible. In general, protection
against attacks on message integrity is achieved using cryptographic hash func-
tions. Any input modification would produce a different hash value, which
would be detected by the receiver when the computed hash value is not equal
to the received hash value.

Protection against identity attacks involves the application of authentication
mechanisms that provide accountability for user actions and are considered in
terms of user authentication and data origin authentication. User authentica-
tion involves the corroboration of the identity of the originator in real time,
while data origin authentication involves the corroboration of the source of
the data (but provides no timeliness guarantees). User authentication meth-
ods range from time-invariant methods such as weak passwords to time-variant
cryptographic methods. Data origin authentication provides assurances regard-
ing both integrity and authentication, which rely on the use of symmetric or
asymmetric digital signatures.
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3.3 Authentication Delays
The potential for a collision between trains TX+1 and TX is affected by the

velocity of TX+1, time of release of TX , communication and processing delays
associated with information exchanges between CAA and CAB , processing de-
lays for dispatchers DSA and DSB, and PTC system processing times PTCA

and PTCB. The velocity VX+1 of train TX+1 directly affects its safe stopping
distance BDX+1. As VX+1 increases, BDX+1 increases, requiring greater sep-
aration of trains TX and TX+1 to preclude a collision. Stopping distances for
various types of (freight and passenger) trains have been studied extensively
(see, e.g., [3, 25, 35]).

Commercial tools are available for calculating safe braking distances and can
be integrated with dispatch system behavior. The tools include the RailSim
Train Performance Calculator (TPC) from Systra Consulting and the Train
Operation and Energy Simulator (TOES) from the Association of American
Railroads. The models used by the tools are quite complex and account for
variables such as rail friction, engine latency, in-train forces, track geometry,
brake pipe propagation and blended braking. However, these tools are expen-
sive, which limits their availability. Accordingly, we adopt a simplified braking
model to illustrate the basic concepts.

The simplified model assumes a straight and level track, but otherwise re-
flects the same variables that are used in [43] to predict braking distances for
the European Train Control System (ETCS) system. The work in [43] is an im-
provement over the predictive braking curves based on the International Union
of Railways (UIC) 546 Standard [6]. A similar U.S. standard [26] is currently
under development. Efforts are underway to develop braking algorithms that
model track geometry and consist behavior more realistically (see, e.g., [14, 28,
29, 38, 40, 45, 46]).

In order to prevent delays, either the siding or the main track must be clear
prior to the arrival of a following train. The authentication delays for a train
occupying a siding or mainline block and the clearance time for the train to
clear the block must be less than or equal to the time it takes for a following
train to cover its braking distance, i.e.,

Authentication Delay + T ime to Clear TX ≤ T ime to Stop TX+1 (1)

The term Time to Clear TX (tClear) is computed as:

tClear =

√
2(Lf − Ls)

aClear
(2)

where Lf is the final location of the tail of train TX (i.e, the interchange point);
Ls is the starting location of the tail of TX ; Lf − Ls is the length of TX ; and
aClear is the acceleration of TX .

The acceleration aClear is given by:

aClear =
F − R

M
(3)
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where F is the tractive force of the locomotives of TX in lbs/ton; R is the
resistance of TX in ft lbs; and M is the mass of a train car in TX in tons.

The value of R, which expresses the resistive force, is estimated using the
Davis Equation. This equation was originally developed in the mid 1920s for
estimating locomotive resistance. The resistance R (lbs/ton) is currently esti-
mated using the new version of the equation, which was created in the 1970s
[26]:

R = 0.6 +
20
w

+ 0.01V +
KV 2

wn
(4)

where w is the weight of the train per number of axles; V is the velocity in mph;
K is a drag coefficient, which has a value of 0.07 when the train is accelerating;
and n is the number of axles.

The safe stopping distance is the point ahead of the target that an oncoming
train TX+1 must begin to brake in order to preclude a collision with the rear
of train TX . This point, denoted by Lb, where the braking of TX+1 begins is
computed as:

Lb = Lh + V t +
1
2
KaStopt

2 (5)

where Lh is the location at which the head of train TX+1 is stopped (i.e., the
interchange point); V is the initial velocity of TX+1; t is the duration of the
deceleration of TX+1; K is the deceleration factor, which is equal to 1.4667;
and aStop is the deceleration of TX+1.

The deceleration aStop is given by:

aStop =
F + R

M
(6)

where F is the braking force of the consist cars of TX+1 in lbs/ton; R is the
resistance of TX+1 in ft lbs; and M is the mass of a train car in TX+1 in tons.

Train TX+1 can continue its movement to the interchange point if the length
of time taken for TX to receive its authority and move beyond the interchange
point is less than the time it takes to stop TX+1. These computations support
the evaluation of a worst-case traffic density scenario and minimize the chance
of a signal passed at danger. Rail operations can continue safely as long as the
associated trust management systems support the required intra-domain secu-
rity and traffic-scheduling constraints, and sufficient track space is available.

4. Conclusions
The approach presented in this paper addresses the performance issue once

authorization has been requested and received by a train waiting at the in-
terchange point to cross domains. However, it does not address the global
sequencing of trains between two domains. In general, the movement of trains
within a railroad domain is not optimized for behavior at an interchange point,
but rather to support the most efficient use of the domain’s rail assets (cars,
locomotives and track). This operations research problem has been the focus
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of considerable study [1, 7, 13, 27, 32, 41, 42] and is outside the scope of this
work. It is necessary to construct a more general model for estimating tactical
cross-domain authentication and authorization performance. The expansion
and integration of tactical and strategic scheduling and routing is a logical
extension of the current work. However, since a closed form solution will be
unlikely, statistical techniques will have to be applied to solve the problem. Ad-
ditional work is also required to integrate quality of service constraints, different
train types with different operating characteristics, and more complicated track
geometries.

Several implementation-related issues have not been fully addressed in this
work. In an operational environment, where rail traffic is both heavy and
dense, the volume of operational and environmental data that must be trans-
mitted may exceed the communications bandwidth. The required bandwidth
capabilities can only be determined in the context of the railroad operating
environment and the particular implementation mechanisms. If appropriately
chosen and considered in the light of organizational and environmental factors,
the combination of managerial, operational and technical controls can syner-
gistically ensure a safe, secure and interoperable rail system. Efforts in this
area and in the related security requirements would provide valuable data for
detailed system design and cost evaluation.
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